
SCRIPTURAL HOLINESS IN HUMAN SEXUALITY 

  

A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL: 
 

The list of Scriptures below is certainly not "the" full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality. This initial list 
is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches ("human sexuality in the Bible," "relationships in the Bible," "marriage in the Bible," etc.). 
As I prayed through, read, and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches, I felt it important to do more than simply give the 
individual verses that seemed to relate. So, for most of the texts below, I've provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as 
to hopefully provide solid context.  
 

The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegateway.com. After 
reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations (as well as looking at the Greek/Hebrew in blueletterbible.com), the two Bible 
translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD 
VERSION. I would encourage you to read the version(s) that I've provided first if you would. Yet, my reasoning for linking these scriptures to 
biblegateway.com is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to. Not only am I NOT offended 
by your potential questioning the translations that I'm asking you to read, I think it's a great idea for you to do your own research. Just know 
that you won't really be able to draw the "best" conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intent/meaning of the Hebrew/Greek 
through search engines like blueletterbible.com or Logos Bible software. As for the � or �, I’m inviting you to share your perspective on 
including each verse in this particular list of scriptures.  
 

Lastly, because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality (though it's a pretty 
solid list), it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find. And, PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US. I am happy 
to continually update this document. THANK YOU! FOR SEEKING GOD'S HEART...TOGETHER! 
 

LOVE, JOY, PEACE & HOPE! 
Pastor Carl 

  

  SCRIPTURE TEXT � or � DATE(S) READ NOTES   
  1 Corinthians 10:6-8, 12-13, 23-33 

       
  1 Corinthians 13 

       
  1 Corinthians 5:1-8, 9-13 

        
  1 Corinthians 6:9-11. 13-20  

        
  1 Corinthians 7:1-6, 7-9, 10-16, 25-40 

        
  1 John 1:9  

       
  1 John 2:1-6, 7-14, 15-17, 18-27, 28-29 

       
  1 John 5 

       
  1 Peter 3:1-2 

        
  1 Peter 3:7  

        
  1 Peter 4 

       
  1 Peter 4:8  

        
  1 Thessalonians 4:3-8 

        
  1 Thessalonians 5:11  

        
  1 Timothy 1:3-11 

        
  2 Corinthians 12:19-21 

        
  2 Corinthians 5 

       
  2 Corinthians 6:14  

        
  2 Peter 3:1-18 (9, 14, 15a) 

        
  Acts 15:19-20 , 23-29 

        
  Colossians 3:1-17 

       
  Colossians 3:18-19 

        
  Colossians 3:5-10 

        
  Deuteronomy 22:13-21  

        
  Deuteronomy 22:5  

        
  Deuteronomy 23:17-18  

        
  Ephesians 4:1-16 

       
  Ephesians 4:17-32 

       
  Ephesians 5:1-20 

       
  Ephesians 5:21-33 

        
  Ephesians 5:3-5 

        
  Exodus 20:14  

        
  Exodus 22:16-17  

        
  Exodus 22:19  
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  SCRIPTURE TEXT � or � DATE(S) READ NOTES   
  Galatians 5:16-26 

       
  Galatians 5:5-15 

       
  Genesis 1:27  

        
  Genesis 1:27-28 

        
  Genesis 2:7, 15-17, 18-25 

        
  Genesis 18 & 19 

       
  Genesis 38:9-10 

       
  Hebrews 13:1-8 (4) 

        
  James 5:13-18 

        
  John 3:16-21 

        
  John 6:35-51 

       
  John 8:1-11 

        
  Jude (4 & 7) 

        
  Leviticus 18 

        
  Leviticus 19:20-22, 29 

        
  Leviticus 20:1-27 (10-21) 

        
  Luke 1:35-37  

        
  Malachi 2:10-17  

        
  Mark 10:1-12 

        
  Matthew 5:27-28  

        
  Matthew 15:10-20 

        
  Matthew 19:3-12  

        
  Proverbs 2:1-22 (16-19) 

       
  Proverbs 4:14-27 

       
  Proverbs 5 

        
  Proverbs 6:16-35 

        
  Revelation 2:18-29 

        
  Revelation 21:1-8 

        
  Revelation 22  

        
  Romans 1:1-7, 16-32 

        
  Song of Solomon 1:2  
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	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow1: 
	SCRIPTURE TEXT: 
	NOTES: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow2: 
	or1 Corinthians 1068 1213 2333: 
	DATES READ1 Corinthians 1068 1213 2333: 
	NOTES1 Corinthians 1068 1213 2333: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow3: 
	or1 Corinthians 13: 
	DATES READ1 Corinthians 13: 
	NOTES1 Corinthians 13: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow4: 
	or1 Corinthians 518 913: 
	DATES READ1 Corinthians 518 913: 
	NOTES1 Corinthians 518 913: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow5: 
	or1 Corinthians 6911 1320: 
	DATES READ1 Corinthians 6911 1320: 
	NOTES1 Corinthians 6911 1320: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow6: 
	or1 Corinthians 716 79 1016 2540: 
	DATES READ1 Corinthians 716 79 1016 2540: 
	NOTES1 Corinthians 716 79 1016 2540: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow7: 
	or1 John 19: 
	DATES READ1 John 19: 
	NOTES1 John 19: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow8: 
	or1 John 216 714 1517 1827 2829: 
	DATES READ1 John 216 714 1517 1827 2829: 
	NOTES1 John 216 714 1517 1827 2829: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow9: 
	or1 John 5: 
	DATES READ1 John 5: 
	NOTES1 John 5: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow10: 
	or1 Peter 312: 
	DATES READ1 Peter 312: 
	NOTES1 Peter 312: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow11: 
	or1 Peter 37: 
	DATES READ1 Peter 37: 
	NOTES1 Peter 37: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow12: 
	or1 Peter 4: 
	DATES READ1 Peter 4: 
	NOTES1 Peter 4: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow13: 
	or1 Peter 48: 
	DATES READ1 Peter 48: 
	NOTES1 Peter 48: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow14: 
	or1 Thessalonians 438: 
	DATES READ1 Thessalonians 438: 
	NOTES1 Thessalonians 438: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow15: 
	or1 Thessalonians 511: 
	DATES READ1 Thessalonians 511: 
	NOTES1 Thessalonians 511: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow16: 
	or1 Timothy 1311: 
	DATES READ1 Timothy 1311: 
	NOTES1 Timothy 1311: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow17: 
	or2 Corinthians 121921: 
	DATES READ2 Corinthians 121921: 
	NOTES2 Corinthians 121921: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow18: 
	or2 Corinthians 5: 
	DATES READ2 Corinthians 5: 
	NOTES2 Corinthians 5: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow19: 
	or2 Corinthians 614: 
	DATES READ2 Corinthians 614: 
	NOTES2 Corinthians 614: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow20: 
	or2 Peter 3118 9 14 15a: 
	DATES READ2 Peter 3118 9 14 15a: 
	NOTES2 Peter 3118 9 14 15a: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow21: 
	orActs 151920  2329: 
	DATES READActs 151920  2329: 
	NOTESActs 151920  2329: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow22: 
	orColossians 3117: 
	DATES READColossians 3117: 
	NOTESColossians 3117: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow23: 
	orColossians 31819: 
	DATES READColossians 31819: 
	NOTESColossians 31819: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow24: 
	orColossians 3510: 
	DATES READColossians 3510: 
	NOTESColossians 3510: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow25: 
	orDeuteronomy 221321: 
	DATES READDeuteronomy 221321: 
	NOTESDeuteronomy 221321: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow26: 
	orDeuteronomy 225: 
	DATES READDeuteronomy 225: 
	NOTESDeuteronomy 225: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow27: 
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	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow28: 
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	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow29: 
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	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow30: 
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	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow31: 
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	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow32: 
	orEphesians 535: 
	DATES READEphesians 535: 
	NOTESEphesians 535: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow33: 
	orExodus 2014: 
	DATES READExodus 2014: 
	NOTESExodus 2014: 
	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow34: 
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	A NOTE FROM PASTOR CARL The list of Scriptures below is certainly not the full list of every scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality This initial list is compiled from a half dozen or more online searches human sexuality in the Bible relationships in the Bible marriage in the Bible etc As I prayed through read and prayed again through the scriptures from my searches I felt it important to do more than simply give the individual verses that seemed to relate So for most of the texts below Ive provided the broader texts that relate to the particular verses as to hopefully provide solid context The digital version of this list allows you the ability to click on the scripture and read the text from our device from biblegatewaycom After reading each of these scriptures in at least 2 different translations as well as looking at the GreekHebrew in blueletterbiblecom the two Bible translations that seemed to best capture the truth and nature of the texts were the NEW LIVING TRANSLATION and the ENGLISH STANDARD VERSION I would encourage you to read the versions that Ive provided first if you would Yet my reasoning for linking these scriptures to biblegatewaycom is so that you can also read these Scriptures in whatever translation that you are most used to Not only am I NOT offended by your potential questioning the translations that Im asking you to read I think its a great idea for you to do your own research Just know that you wont really be able to draw the best conclusion unless you begin to dig deeper into the original intentmeaning of the HebrewGreek through search engines like blueletterbiblecom or Logos Bible software As for the  or  Im inviting you to share your perspective on including each verse in this particular list of scriptures Lastly because the list below is NOT a complete list of every Scripture that relates to Scriptural holiness in human sexuality though its a pretty solid list it would be really great if you would add additional scriptures that you find And PLEASE SHARE YOUR FINDS WITH US I am happy to continually update this document THANK YOU FOR SEEKING GODS HEARTTOGETHER LOVE JOY PEACE  HOPE Pastor CarlRow35: 
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